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INTRODUCTION
Acceptance of the idea of photovoltaics making a significant impacc on
the world energy needs has been slow in coming. This is largely due to the
fact that photovoltaic systems are not currently cost effective in other than
low power, remote applications.
However, technological advances, accompanied by the cost improvement
resulting from volume production, have rapidly decreased the cost of photovoltaic
modules. If this momentum can be maintained, and in fact, accelerated, photovol-
taics does have the promise of having a positive impact on the world energy situ-
ation, especially in view of the rapidly escalating cost of fossil fuel generation
of electricity.
Photovoltaics is, however, a classical "chicken-and-egg" situation. Huge
markets can open up if the costs are low enough; and costs can be reduced sig-
nificantly if there is adequate volume and profit incentive for industry to invest
the capital necessary for automated large volume production and cost reduction.
One of the primary purposes of this study is to determine if there is a
sizeable market between the small remote and the huge residential/utility markets.
Remote villages have long been thought to hold great promise for photovoltaics
and represent a key market. This first part of the study addresses the potential
for photovoltaics in remote villages in the U.S. and its territories. A subsequent
report will deal with the potential for photovoltaics in remote villages in the
international markets, especially in developing countries.
uu{{
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A "grass roots" evaluation of the market potential for photovoltaic
applications in remote villages in the U.S. and its territories provides
an estimate of almost 14 MWp available for conversion from a potential to
a real market.
This total power potential is based on the energy needs of almost
400 sites reported by Federal Agencies and inputs from over 100 Indian
:r	
tribes. This potential consists of the following:
U.S. Government Agencies
	 3,000 KWp
Indian Villages
	 10,000 KWp
Alaskan Villages	 370 KWp
Territories	 500 KWp
U.S. Commercial Village Power	 Negligible
Total
	
13,870 KWp
The report details the methodology used, the results achieved, and
some recommendations of how to convert this domestic market potential into
a near-term market and discusses its contribution to preparing for the really
large village power market potential that exists in developing countries.
A summary of the recommendations is as follows:
The Government should:
1. Continue to fund programs, such as FPUP, to encourage Federal
Agencies to install photovoltaic systems where they are cost
effective in the near term.
2. Require (or at least encourage) agencies planning purchases of
fossil fuel generators to first consider photovoltaic systems.
3. Modify the government accounting system to accommodate purchase
of high first-cost, low continuing-cost, items such as solar
systems.
iv
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4. Establish a formal program for replacement of fossil fuel
generators with photovoltaic systems when and where feasible.
S. Develop a mechanism for cost-shared funding for solar electri-
fication of Indian and other villages.
The Industry should:
1. Develop standard photovoltaic power packages to simplify the
replacement of fossil-fuel generators.
2. Develop low-cost, reliable, efficient DC equipment and appliances
to be run directly from the arrays.
v
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I.	 DEFINITION
REMOTE VILLAGE: A grouping of up to 2000 people living in a remote area,
but in close enough proximity to interact with each other on a daily basis.
Remote implies that the village is located such that it cannot be supplied
economically with central station utility power.
i
II.  IB3JECTIVES
A. General
To assess the U.S. market potential for photovoltaics in remote village
applications from the point of view of a company engaged in the manufacturing
and marketing of photovoltaic modules and systems.
B. SR%ific
1. To identify the specific types of villages most likely to represent
the greatest potential for use of photovoltaic power.
2. To compile a list of potential near-term applications.
3. To quantify the future market potential by type of application.
4. To identify the barriers and obstacles which might inhibit the
growth of the market.
S. To recommend action necessary to enhance the development of the market.
M.
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III. GENERAL METHODOLOGY
A. Literature Search
A review of the existing literature on the subject pertinent to the study
was conducted by Motorola and by Arizona State University at the outset of the
program and on specific subjects of interest as the program progressed. Examples
of the types of subjects researched are as follows:
1. Village power application
2. Water pumping
3. Refrigeration
4. Lighting
5. Sources of DC equipment
6. Rural electrification
7. Utility rates and cost of power line extension
8. Performance and cost data of alternate forms of
generation of electricity, i.e., diesel generators
9. Previous photovoltaic market studies.
A general observation resulting from this literature search is that while
volumes of reports on the above subjects exist, extracting the valuable bits
of data from them amounts to an almost insurmountable task. An extensive cata-
loging program, preferably computerized, would be quite helpful to the many
organizations searching for this type of data.
B. Personal  Interviews
Approximately 100 interviews were conducted with a variety of sources, as
the following list shows, to determine what data was already available, what
were the best sources of data, and what would be the most appropriate method for
obtaining the required information. Some of the organizations contacted were:
1. Forest Service, both headquarters and regional offices
2. Department of Interior
3. Bureau of Reclamation
4. Bureau of Land Management
3
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5. Fish and Wildlife Service
6. Office of Territorial Affairs
7. Bureau of Indian Affairs
B. Indian Health Service
9. Department of the Army
10. Department of the Navy
11. Department of Energy
12. NASA Lewis
13. MIT Lincoln Labs
14. Indian tribal representatives.
C. Questionnaire to Potential Users
As a result of the interviews conducted, it was determined that a question-
naire approach would provide the greatest amount of data in the least amount of
time for the smallest cost. It was also determined that while the questionnaires
should be standardized enough to allow data compilation, they should be tailored
to suit the individual organization responding. The questionnaires must also
necessarily be a compromise between two almost mutually exclusive conditions:
1. Detailed enough to provide maximum information.
2. Simple and short enough to guarantee maximum response.
D. Load Estimation and AssuSt_ions
Each site/application ftported on was analyzed to determine the size of the
array necessary to power the equipment identified. Due to the large number of
sites and variability of loads, the KWH and array size are approximate only, and
in cases where precise data was not supplied a reasonable assumption was made.
To provide consistency and to ensure a conservative but realistic estimation
of the electrical loads, several assumptions had to be made:
1. All systems were assumed to be 12 volt DC systems.
2. The most efficient usage of energy was assumed. For instance,
photovoltaics were not used for heating or cooking. Also,
energy-efficient DC refrigerators and fluorescent lighting
systems were assumed.
4
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3. A conservative efficiency rating on OC motors driving pumps
was assumed (60 percent).
4. If not otherwise specified, communication equipment was
assumed to be a 25 watt set operating on a five percent
transmit duty cycle.
5. To convert the estimated KWH loads to required array peak
watts the solar factor was multiplied by 1.3 to compensate
for the fact that the tad is specified at nominal battery
voltage while the modules are specified at the peak power
point necessary to charge the batteries.
6. Exhibit 1 displays the lad ratings used if not specifically
defined in the questionnaire response.
E, Computer Sorting and Tabulation
A computer program was designed by Motorola to allow sorting and tabulation
of the mass data accumulated by the survey. Further discussion of these tabu-
lations and the key to reading them are included in Section IV.A of this report.
i
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IV. SPECIFIC METNODOL06Y 9
 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
BY MARKET SEGMENT
A. Govq_rw*nt Aeenci es
1. Specific Methodology - A number of government agencies which
appeared to have the greatest potential agreed to cooperate with
the survey. A questionnaire was designed by Arizona State University
to provide the but compromise between the mount of detail required
and the simplicity necessary to achieve the high response rate de-
sired. These questionnaires were wailed to a distribution list pro-
vided by the agencies. The agencies also wrote a letter to their
regional offices encouraging them to cooperate with the survey. Examples
of a letter and questionnaire are Exhibits 2 and 3.
The responses to these questionnaires were input to the computer
program and tabulated for each respcnding organization. These tabulations
of raw data and the key to reading them are included in Exhibit 4. This
data is the basis for most of the figures included in following sections
of the report.
2. Results - The agencies cooperating with the survey and the number of
responses received were as follows:
Forest Service	 398
Land Management
	
122
j National Park Service 	 112
Reclamation	 32
Fish 6 Wildlife
	
3
667
Not all of th* responses received were related to true village
power applications. The other applications, most for communications
and water pumping, are not included in the statistics and projections,
but are included in raw data tabulations.
Figure 1 summarizes the results of the survey ..w r2ency and by
application. The largest power requirements are for water pumping,
lighting, refrigeration, and entertainment/education in that order.
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As expected, the Forest Service and National Park Service had the
greatest potential demand.
You will notice that the National Park Service has the largest
potential demand with fewer sites than the Forest Service. This is
due to the fact that the Park Service applications are for fairly
large villages, such as work camps, Park headquarters, visitor center,
etc., typically running from 8 to 25 people in siza, whereas the
majority of the Forest Service sites are for fire lookout towers,
typically having 2 people per tower.
Figure 2 summarizes the results of the survey sorted another way.
In this case the program totals the load demand (or potential demand
in KWp) for all remote village sites served by a particular type of
power source. The exception being, of course, the first column, which
is a total of all the load demand for sites presently having no power
at all. The second column shows t,,^ total load demand currently being
supplied by primary battery, the third by thermo-electric generator,
etc.
Expanding the detail of the data from Figure 2 results in the
following grouping of sites:
TOTAL LOAD
Group I - Sites using
Primary battery	 5KWp
Thermoelectric generators	 5KWp
Gasoline	 157KWp
Propane	 152KWp
TOTAL	 319KWp
Group II - Sites having an individual site demand less
than IOKWp, and served either by diesel generators or
having no electricity at all 	 416KWp
Group III - Same as II, but having site demands of
10 - 25KWp	 143KWp
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Group IV - Same as II, but having site demands of
25 - 5OKWp	 156KWp
Group V - Same as II, but having site demands of
50 - 100KWp	 14OKWp
Group VI - Same as II, but having site demands of
100KWp and up	 828KWp
Groups I and II represent sites for which photovoltaic systems are
currently cost effective. The cost effectiveness of Groups III through
VI depends almost entirely on how rapidly the price of diesel fuel esca-
lates and how rapidly the price of photovoltaic systems decreases.
3. Observations - Following are some observations based on survey
results, comments, and inputs from the personal interviews with many
representatives of these government agencies.
a. Many of the sites are using war-surplus generators, and
many of them are oversized for the site load requirement.
b. Due to the Tsongas/FPUP program, marry of the agencies are
seriously investigating the expanded usage of photovoltaic
power systems. However, there are still a large number of
potential users who are either unaware of or skeptical about
use of photovoltaics as a power source,
c. It is still too easy for government agencies to buy fossil
fuel generators, even where photovoltaic systems are cost
effective.
d. If a government agency wants to buy a photovoltaic system,
it can run into several difficulties:
(1) In the GSA catalog, photovoltaic systems are classified
as "Instruments and Laboratory Equipment," not a likely
source for someone looking for an electrical power
generator.
(2) Government accounting systems and budget procedures
make it difficult to procure high first-cost, low
continuing-cost items such as solar equipment.
10
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e. Even at remote sites a lot of energy is presently being
wasted:
(1) Oversized generators consume excess fuel.
(2) Many pumps are oversized for the application.
(3) Expensive locally generated electricity is being
used for heating and cooking.
f. The most efficient use of photovoltaics would be the
direct current directly from the array, but both the cost
and availability of DC equipment may make this approach
prohibitive.
4.Conclusions and Recommendations
a. There is an identified market potential for photovoltaic
systems, classified as remote village applications, for the
surveyed government agencies of about 2MWp. Listed below are
estimates of additional potential market that exists in regions
which did not report, and an estimate of unreported sites in
regions which did report:
Forest Service regions not reporting
California
Southern	 Estimate 30OKWp
Alaska	 S
Park Service regions not reporting
North Atlantic
Mid-Atlantic
	
Estimate 20OKWp
North Central I
Unreported sites, other agencies, etc.
Estimate 50OKWp
These estimates added to the reported 2MWp would total 3MWp
for the government agencies.
b. Several things need to be done to ensure that this total
potential demand is converted to a true market demand:
11
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(1) The FPUP program, or one similar to it, admin-
istered and executed efficiently and on a timely
basis, will encourage widespread usage of photo-
voltaics in cost-effective applications, and should
be continued. To encourage early applications,
s	 consideration should be given to modify the FPUP
program to allow the funds to be used to make up
the cost difference where photovoltaics is nearly
competitive with fossil fuel generators.
(2) Agencies should be required to justify purchase
of fossil fuel generators where photovoltaic
systems are near cost effective.
(3) Reclassify photovoltaics in GSA catalogs to Generators
and Generator Sets, Electrical (6115).
(4) The government accounting system should be modi-
fied to accommodate high first-cost, low continuing-
cost procurements.
(5) Educate and encourage efficient energy usage. Examples:
(a) Pump water during daylight hours into elevated
storage.
I
(b) Don't use electricity for heating and cooking.
(c) Don't use oversize motors for water pumps, fans,
etc.
3
I	 (6) Each agency should establish a program for replacement
of fossil fuel generators as primary source of power.
Batteries and thermoelectric generators: Now. Gasoline.
propane, and diesel generators:
(a) As replacement is required.
i (b) Starting with oldest and redistributing for backup.
t	 12
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B. Indian Villages
Many factors related to Indian villages have led to the assumption that
they represent one of the more important potential domestic markets for photo-
voltaic village power. The primary factor is the remoteness of many of the
Indian homes and villages from the utility grid. Past attempts to identify
and quantify the potential for photovoltaics on Indian reservations have not
met with a great deal of success. This suggested that a different approach
should be considered.
1. Specific Methodology - For this reason a series of meetings and
discussions with various activities related to Indian affairs were
held. These included discussions with both Washington based and
field office representatives of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service. Discussions were also held with a sampling
of members of Indian tribes.
The primary conclusions reached were that probably the most productive
approach would be to go directly to the Indian tribes for the required
information, rather than through government agencies such as BIA or
IHS. It was further felt that cosponsorship of the survey by some in-
fluential organization or association of Indian tribes would enhance
the level of response. Since this meant that the responses to a survey
would be strictly voluntary, it followed that the questionnaire would
have to be short and simple, with a cover letter designed to elicit the
cooperation of the tribes. With the assistance of Arizona State Univer-
sity, such a questionnaire and cover letter were designed (see Exhibits
5 and 6).
The letter, the questionnaire, and a newspaper clipping describing
the village power installation at Schuchuli on the Papago reservation
were mailed to the tribal chairman of the 270 tribes which are located
in the 48 contiguous states.
Additional support for the program was solicited and received from
the Council of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT).
13
This is an influential organization of 25 tribes which are rich in
energy resources. They reportedly control 50 percent of the naticn's
uranium, and substantial coal, oil, gas, and geothermal reserves. They
encouraged tribal support for the survey in their monthly newsletters.
In order to validate and expand upon the results of the survey,
a sample of seven tribes was selected for visits for more detailed dis-
cussion (Figure 3).
FIGURE 3
Tribes Visited for Detailed Discussion
Fort McDowell Mohave-Apache
Papago
Navajo
Hopi
San Carlos Apache
Acoma Pueblo
Taos Pueblo
2. Results
a. A total of 99 tribes responded out of 270 surveyed, which
represented a gratifying 37 percent response rate.
b. Seventy-five percent of the tribes responding indicated that
the majority of their people (over 95 percent) had access to
electricity from the utility grid. Even so, a number of in-
puts were received indicating that even though electricity
was available, many tribal members could not afford the high
cost of utility power and were not using utility power.
c. Analysis of the inputs of the 24 tribes which had a lower
percentage of their population served by the utility grid
resulted in the following:
(1) Population not served by the grid - 127,000 people.
(2) Based on an average of 50Wp per person for minimum basic
needs.
14
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(potable water, refrigerator for perishable
food, and two lights per house) this results
in a potential market for photovoltaics of
6.3MWp. An extrapolation of this data to in-
clude those tribes that did not respond would
lead to an estimate of 200,000 people not servcd
with electricity, or a total market potential
of 1OMWp.
(3) As shown in Figure 4, over 90 percent of the
market potential is represented by one tribe,
the Navajo Nation, and 12 tribes represent 99.5
percent of the total cntential identified by the
survey.
d. Several of the tribes surveyed indicated that though their
homes were powered from the grid, there was an interest in
the use of photovoltaics for water pumping for stock watering
and irrigation.
3. Observations: Barriers and Obstacles - Even though the apparent
market potential may be in excess of IOMWp, the real market is probably
somewhatlower due to a number of factors, some of which are enumerated
below:
a. Some of the tribal members and some of the tribes are quite
tradition-oriented, and oppose the ideas of modernization,
particularly of the more ancient or religious oriented
dwellings and communities.
b. The lack of financial resources available to many of the
tribes has prohibited the rapid development of sources of
electricity in the past, and without outside financial help
in terms of loans or grants, the situation is not likely to
change dramatically in the future.
15
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c. lack of familiarity and confidence in the photovoltaic
technology requires an educational program and demon-
stration to promote awareness.
d. Extreme care must be taken to ensure that early instal-
lation and demonstrations are properly sized, designed,
and installed to prevent establishing a negative repu-
tation in the early stages of market development.
e. Availability of a broad enough spectrum of DC equipment
to be run directly from the arrays is presenting an early
problem. For example, the number of types of water pumps
and refrigerators capable of being run on DC is quite
limited, and expensive, and the production capacity of
these suppliers is small today. Because of this limitation,
it may be necessary to design AC systems, with the attendan
higher cost and system complexity. Use of AC would also
expand the variety of appliances which could be used in PV
i;stems but with the attendant risk of overloading it.
4. Positive Factors for Photovoltaics - In spite of the obstacles
and barriers previously identified there are numerous positive
factors working for photovoltaic applications on Indian reservations.
a. Due to the large distances and dispersion involved in many
of the tribal reservations, PV will be cost competitive
with grid extension sooner than for most other residen-
tial and community applications.
b. The sun is a major factor in the tradition and religion
of many of the tribes, so use of its power has a lot
of appeal even to the most tradition-minded tribes.
c. The modularity of PV lends itself very well to applications
in tribes where the homes are quite dispersed rather than
clustered in villages. Such is the case on the Navajo
lands.
17
The capability for local generation eliminates the
problem not only of construction of lengthy power
lines, but also the necessity for negotiation and
purchase of right-of-way for transmission lines.
Several tribes have dropped electrification projects
because of these right-of-way problems.
d. Most of the tribes want to be as independent as
possible. Phctovoltaics can go a long way toward
giving them energy independence.
S. Conclusions and Recommendations
a. Projection of the results of the survey indicate a
minimum market potential of IOMWp. This is based on
satisfying tho minimum basic needs of the people,
.t
	
	 i.e., lighting, food refrigeration, and low-lift water
pumping.
b. Regardless of the cost effectiveness of photovoltaics,
this potential market will not become much of a true
cam rcial market without some external funding
stimulation.
Since electrification of Indian hares and villages
will, in many ways, improve health, welfare, and
standard of living of the inhabitants, there are many
organizations which could be considered as sources of
such funding. Examples are the Economic Development
Administration, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health
Service, Housing and Urban Development, Rural Electri-
fication Administration, etc.
In many cases the tribes would be willing to share a
portion of the cost, but this would vary widely from
tribe to tribe. A vehicle needs to be identified or
established to enable the various tribes to present
proposals of this nature. An organized program of
18
photovoltaically powering Indian residences and
villages cannot only improve the lot of the Indian
tribeso but would also provide valuable experience
for government and industry in preparing to pene-
trate the rmote village markets in developing
countries.
19
1. Methodology - The state of Alaska and the Office of Environmental
Health published a report on sanitation facilities in Alaskan villages.
!:%e l ided in the report is data on sources of electricity for the vil-
lages. A list of the villages having no electricity, or having
locally generated power was developed. A modified questionnaire was
mailed to all of them (70 villages).
2. Results
a. Of the 25 responses from the 70 villages surveyed 19 were
determined to have no source of electrical power. These
19 villages were populated by a total of 2200 people living
in 543 residences. As shown in Figure 5, to provide the
minimum basic needs (lighting, refrigerator, low-1;ft water
pumps) in Alaska requires twice the array size and almost
four times the battery capacity which would be required for
simi lar loads ii; Arizona. Since some of the villages are
fishing villages, occupied only during the summer months,
it might be possible to install systems designed to operate
part of the year. The example shown in the right hand
column of Figure 5 shows That a system designed to operate
from March through August requires about 40 percent less
array and about 60 rircent less battery than a system opera-
ting year-round.
Assuming all 19 of the villages having no power would even-
tually require power on a year-round basis, this would yield
a potential market of about 370KWp.
b. The six other villages responding and which were not hooked
up to a utility grid system have their own generating plants
ranging from 5KW to 250KW.
3. Conclusions and Recommendations - Photovoltaics in remote village
applications represents a paradox in Alaska. On the one hand, they
have a large number of remote villages, many of them inaccessible at
times, making it difficult to maintain adequate supplies of fuel to
run motor-generator sets. On the other hand, due to the latitude
20
FIGURE 5
PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM COMPARISON
SUNBELT VS. AOSKA
Typical minimum basil, needs for an Indian residence - 122AH per day
including safety factors.
Phoenix Fairbanks, Alaska
All Year	 March - August
Array size 330Wp 680Wp 40OWp
Tilt angle 450 830 370
Battery
No sun 612AH 612AH 612AH
Seasonal 0 1179AH 166AH
TOTAL 702AH 2633AH 1144AH
Approx. system	 $5700	 $12000	 $6400
hardware cost
(@ $10 per watt
module cost)
Includes: Modules, batteries, voltage regulators, structures,
wiring harness.
Does not include installation cost.
(60 + N), photovoltaic systems appropriate for Alaska are at least
twice the size of similar systems in the S. W. United States, and
probably twice as expensive.
Because of the uniqueness of the Alaskan situation, and because of
a number of unknowns, such as the effects of reflection of sunlight
off snow-covered surfaces during the poorer insolation periods and
the effects of arctic environment, it is recommended that a small
demonstration/test installation be located in one of the Northern
Alaska villages near the Arctic Circle. This could provide valuable
information regarding operation of photovoltaic systems at these
extreme latitudes.
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D. Territories
Many of the U.S. territories are composed of remote island locations
which should be quite suitable for photovoltaic village power. Accordingly,
survey forms and an explanatory cover letter were sent to the following:
American Samoa
The Virgin Islands
The Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands
Guam
The Northern Mariana Islands
At this writing the response has been limited, although we have been
assured that replies are being prepared. Hopefully, these responses will
be received in time to be published in the International Report on Photovoltaic
Village Power. In the meantime, we are conservatively estimating that potential
to be around 500KWp.
23
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E. Commercial Renate Village Power Installations
Arizona State University developed a contact list of 173 commercial com-
panies in the fields of mining, logging, construction, and campgrounds. A sam-
ple of these companies was contacted by telephone to determine feasibility and
interest in use of photovoltaics for their camps.
While many of the parties contacted expressed interest in solar, most of
them indicated they had utility power available at the camps or residences where
their employees lived. Contrary to past practices of having mobile living camps
for construction crews, logging crews, etc., most companies now operate from a
home base in a town or commute daily from motels in nearby towns.
This does not mean that there is no commercial domestic remote village market.
It was felt, however, that the potential was small enough, compared to the market
segments of government agencies and Indian villages, that spending more time in
this area would not be as productive.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There is a significant, but not large, potential market for photovoltaic
systems in the remote village applications in the U.S. Th. ,
 estimated gross
potential of 14,000 KWp listed below is about 15 times the size of the total
worldwide photovoltaic market in 1978.
Remote Village Estimated Gross Potential
F
U. S. Government Agencies
	 3,000 KWp
Indian Villages	 10,000 KWp
f	
Alaskan Villages
	 370 KWp
Territories
	 500 KWp
U.S. Commercial Village Power
	 Negligible
TOTAL	 13,870 KWp
While this market potential is small compared to the market potential
for remote villages in developing countries, a very useful purpose can be served
by proceeding to penetrate it. Designing, negotiating, and installing remote
village photovoltaic systems in the U.S. can provide answers to many of the
technical questions which will be encountered in trying to penetrate the inter-
national market for remote villages.
Our recommendation would be to structure programs designed to demonstrate
systems in all or a part of that 14,000 KWp potential. The recommendations
by market segment are as follows:
A. Government Agencies
This market segment will likely develop in time as photovoltaics becomes
more and more cost competitive with fossil fuel generating systems. A concerted
push by use of the following programs could, however, considerably accelerate the
development of this market.
1. Continue and accelerate implementation of an FPUP type of program. Use
the funds not only to install systems where photovoltaics are cost
effective today, but also to make up the difference in system cost
where photovoltaics are near cost effective.
2. Ensure that photuroltaic systems have been considered before permitting
purchase of new fossil fuel powered generators.
3. Make it easy, not difficult, for potential users to specify and purchase
photovoltaic systems as recommended on page 10 of this report,
4. Each agency should establish its own formal program for replacing fossil
fuel generators with photovoltaic systems.
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B. Indian Villages
The Indian village market is uniquely a different story. Without some
significant financial assistance only a small part of this potential will ever
become a real market. This is true because of the limited resources of most
of the poeple living on the reservations, and the limited resources of many
of the tribes represented in the potential market
A program could be structured, however, which would not only result in a
near-term market for photovoltaics to improve the health and standard of living
of inhabitants of Indian lands, and also to serve in gaining valuable experience
in designing, installing, and operating remote village systems. This experience
would be quite useful to both government and industry in preparing to market
these types of systems in countries throughout the world.
A program of this type could consist of the following elements:
1. Federal grants or long-term, low-interest loans.
2. Cost sharing or other such cooperative participation by the Indian
tribes. As a minimum they could provide the installation and main-
tenance labor, with adequate instruction and assistance from government
and/or industry. Many tribes, in fact, have their own utility com-
panies which generally provide a distribution function.
3. Providing of electricity to villages which otherwise might go without
could also provide a stimulus and capability to develop cottage indus-
tries. This would spur the "self-help" programs of interest to so
many tribes today.
It is our opinion that one of the agencies whose mission is to assist Indian
tribes should take the initiative to develop a program of this type, with the
support and cooperation of other government agencies having direct or indirect
responsibility of working with Indian tribes, such as BIA, IHS, HUD, EDA, etc.
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Kw Hours
0
s
200 W
300 W
500 W
510 W
1300 W
1900 W
OTHER EQUIPMENT
Hand Tools
Lathe
Drill Press
Power Saw
Grain Grinder
Hamner Mill
x Hours	 •
1000
*Nut recommended to use photovoltaics
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for heating.
EXHIBIT 1
LOADS
LIGHTING Use Fluorescent)
Number of Bulbs x Incandescent Watta ge Rating x Hours x .2 •
10
EATER PUMPING
L_ Lift - 15' or less, 3 GPM - 100 W x Hours	 •
1650
Medium to High Lift
If in HP. -	 HP x 1.25 x Hours n
Otherwise, see chart
REFRIGERATION
	Small	 (5 cu. ft.)	 -
Medium (10 cu. ft.) -
	
aroe	 ^ cu.	 .) -
	
FO D IPROCE SING2"x9)
ft
	 -
*Coffee Maker
Mixer
*Small Stove
Blender
*Large Grill
*large Roaster
*Toaster
OTHER APPLIANCES
f
ent Fan
an
*Vacuum Cleaner
*Hand Iron
*Room Heater
COP2 !Ui4 I CATIONS
.3 x Number of Units
.6 x Number of Units
11 x Number of Unfits
600 W
150 W
1650 W
	
250 W	 x Hours
	
1300 W	 1000
1380 W
1100 W
10 It
75 W
	
400 W	 x Hours
	
1000 W	 1000
1600 W
s
s
s
s
2-Way Radio - 25 Watts Receive
	 6 W x Hours
1000
Transmit
	
120 W x Hours
1000
If not specified, assure 5S duty cycle
(.3 KwH)
Microwave 3 KwH'
ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATION_
W e 
Projector 0 W255 W
Stereo/Hi-Fi 100 W
x HoursTV 200 W 1000CS Radio - Receive 1 W
Movie ProjeJfoVsmit 30T
BATTERY CHARGING
(Assumes 3-day charge cycle)
	 200 W Hours x Batteries
1000
s
n
s
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EXHIBIT 2
1 ourr'? fdatVICE.
wfty ro`^ 7310 buildings ruid OtL(.-r Structures UEti A '1918
7200 Qxruiicatioris roil iAectronics
suaEcr.- Photovoltaic Viurkct Siirvcy--1'elrirtGtent of: 1 nerl;y
uT,,
Rteyional Foresters, Station wid Area Directors
11te Op.partiient of I.iicr,, :y his contracted with t'btorola Corporation
to conduct a nationwide i ltarket survey of possible sites for photo-
voltaic applications. 'Me t'otorola Corp)ratioli will send you a
supply of survey fonas within the noxt few weeks.
This market survey is tirxly and is in l eeping; with our current
efforts ut the t'hotovoltaic Cam- porcialization Program (1 1L 95-233) .
Tne data beiatg; gathered by 00EPl:otorola cmi be partic111arly bene-
ficial to you for continued involvement with tic PV Conmerciuli-
z<ation Program.
Iu order to stake this survey infoYriation beneficial to both parties,
1x11:/l1otorola has develolvd, a questiorLtaire desii7ted for our a;;cncy's
use in surveying; sites and loads which presently re(Ittire onsite
g cnerati.oa or use batteries for electrical power. In -10ditirnt, you
should list planned sites where use of p:x)tovoltaic cells may be a
cost-effective alternative.
Motorola will sgq)ly you several lautdred of the fonus about the
first week of Decciaber. We ask that theso Lor ►ns be sent to field
tUits as needed.
All fon :is should be collected at the Regional or 5tatiuu Jevol arid.
returned, as received, to:
I `r. Clyde Rut;sd:lle
'totorola SCMicoltductor Products, Inc.
P. 0. ;k ►x 2955
Phoenix, Ari 3oaa '15002
A'NN:	 t1- it i'::pI:. 'L .iO
All replies i,ust be subi.ii.tt-od by .January 9, 1970. '•k)torola will
conq)ilu the data provided fur the IML• : wrke-L survey.
In return for our efforts, ir)turola will provide our 1--'ency n
Region-by-Region printout of sites, loads and other sl)eciJ:ic data
on a per-project basis. bt addition, they will also provide
Itet. ional and national project lists awi stoienaries. 5pccil'ic data
raay be requested as well.
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EXHIBIT 2 (cont'd)
Year coo,-eratlov In Vd r. ^:^ rvcy will excatly' rtiJ i Cl ; au;! fire
Forest "-crvicc itt ideilLi.lylt ►;; o,,purttudties available for i•ltutovultaic
R. M. ))Olts),r;Y
F
A baccintr ))npttt.y rh)(.r
Limited Distribution
CLippert/spp,/11/27/7.;
cc: ilr. ka;;sd,a1c-1'otoro1a
(bursh - lai,^.
Lippert - Mil..
rbton - Coaou. G Elect.
y
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EXHIBIT 3 t
NASA-LEWIS/FOREST SERVICE 	
Page 1
REMOTE VILLAGE SURVEY - PHOTOVOLTAIC USES
Region
	
National Forest	
(Name an Number)
District
	
Site
(Number)	 ame
Please help us in defining potential photovoltaic electric power applications at
permanent administration or project camps stations, or recreation areas not having
commercially available electric power by filling out the questionnaire below.
1. Do you presently use electricity at your site?
YES	 NO (If NO, go to question 8)
2. What power source do you presently use to generate electricity? (Check all
applicable).
Gasoline Generator
Diesel Generator
_ Propane Generator
Other (Please specify)
3. Approximately how old is your generator? 	 . How many generators
do you have?	 (Note: If you have more than one generator at
your site, please g ve the ;formation for each generator in questions 3-6).
4. Approximately how much did it cost? (Purchase price plus installation).
5. Approximately what is your average operating and maintenance cost per month
for the generator? (Include fuel, salaries, personnel performing operating
and maintenance inspections, etc.)
6. What is the Kw rating of the generator?
7. Approximately how many days per year is power used at your site?
i	 30
Page 2
8. Listed below are a number of applications for which electric power may be
used. Please check (3) each of the applications you presently use electric
power for (or would use electric power for, if available). and give a brief
description of the application, and a count of each type of application, as
in the examples below:
EXAMPLES
L49hxinq ( how many t ighte l . We have 15 ,Gighte on .the p ope,%ty,
moat ua ing 100 watt bu,tbb.
Waxen pumpiq. We have one weal, 50 ject deep, with a 1/2 N.P.
moto)t.
Hours Used/Day
LIGHTING (How many lights, what wattage, etc.)
WATER PUMPING (If possible, give the depth of well,
size of pump, length of pumping cycle, etc.)
REFRIGERATION (Food or medical supply storage)
FOOD PROCESSING (Stove, grinder, mixer)
OTHER APPLIANCES (Heating)
COMMUNICATIONS (Short wave radio, etc.)
ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATION (Radio, TV. Stereo)
BATTERY CHARGING (For vehicles or other portable uses)
OTHER EQUIPMENT (i.e., security lighting. navagatien
aids, ventilation, etc.) Specify
31
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EXHIBIT 3 (cont'd)	 page 3
9. What additional electric power uses do you foresee needi in the next 5
years? (Hand tools, refrigerators, food processing. etcl
10. Now many residents live at your site all year-round? (Maximum number if
seasonal).
11. Approximately how many public visitors does the site have by season?
Summer Visitors
Fall Visitors
_ Winter Visitors
Spring Visitors
12. Now many miles is your site from the nearest commercially available
electric power?
32
EXHIBIT 4
REPORT HEADING CODE
The first three or four columns represent the agency organization codes
and specific site names.
E - type energy source currently in use at site (N - no electricity,
B - battery, T - thermoelectric generator, G - gasoline generator,
P - propane generator, D - diesel generator, S - solar)
AG - age of generator in years
IC - initial cost of generator in $K
OPC - monthly operating and maintenance cost of generator in
dollars per month
KW - size of generator in KW output
MT - number of months of year generator is operated
Lite - KW hours per day consumed for lighting
Pump -	 "	 " "	 "	 " water pumping
Refr -	 "	 of 	 " refrigerator
Food -	 " food processing
Appl -	 "	 "	 "	 "	 #1 	 appliances
Comm -	 "	 "	 "	 "
	
of
Educ -	 if 	 and entertainment
Batt -	 vehicle battery charging
Other -	 "	 other loads not specified
TOTAL
	 -	 "	 "	 total of above
PF - factor used to calculate peak watts from KW hours per day
(solar factor X 1.3 to allow sufficient voltage to charge batteries)
-r	 33
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EXHIBIT 4 (cont'd)
Array - size of array (iv KMp) necessary to support load
(Load X PFj
24
Future - estimate of additional lad required at site in future
Res - number of full-time or part-time residents at site
Vis - twA m of visitors to site per year
Mtg - miles to nearest electrical grid
34
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EXHIBIT 5
February 7, 1979
I need your help in working on a program that can have a positive direct and
indirect effect on all of us. As you may know, by means of one of the solar
technologies known as photovoltaics, electricity can be generated directly
from the sun. This means that after the initial investment you can have
electricity that is essentially free and non-polluting.
This not only has the potential to reduce our current and future energy costs,
but also to provide electricity to locations which are long distances from the
electric utility grid. Use of this electricity to pump water, light homes,
provide communications, etc., can measurably increase the standard of living of
those having expensive electricity or no electricity at all.
In an effort to speed up the process which will allow this solar photovoltaic
electricity to be useful to all of us, she U.S. Department of Energy and other
agenciEs are providing money to help fund installations of this type of
electrical generating system. A recent example of this is in the village of
Schuchuli on the Papago Indian Reservation in Arizona. This village was
previously without any electricity. A solar photovoltaic system was dedicated
there this past December, and now supplies enough electricity to pump water
from their well, light their homes and power refrigerators, sewing machines,
and washing machines. More information on this is enclosed.
I am working under contract from the Department of Energy and NASA Lewis
Research Center to identify the total market opportunity for photovoltaics to
electrify remote villages.
it would be a great help to me in identifying the electrical needs of your
villages if you would fill out the enclosed questionnaire. Any information
you can provide will be helpful. This information will then be included in my
report identifying your tribe as being one which is interested in putting the
sun to work for you.
Thank you for your help
of your tribe. Please
postage-paid envelope.
in advancing the cause of solar energy and the welfare
send your response to me in the enclosed, self-addressed,
ClydeY	 9
MOTOROLA
P. 0. Box 2953
Phoenix, AZ 85062
EXHIBIT 6
SOLAR ENERGY SURVEY
1. Approximately how many villages are there on your reservation?
2. What is the average size (number of people) of these villages?
3. Please estimate the approximate percentage of your villages that fit the
descriptions below:
• Have electricity supplied by a utility 	 %
• Have electricity supplied by their own gasoline or diesel generator 	 %
• Have no electricity at all
	 %
Total	 10
4. Below is a list of several applications for which electric power may be used.
Please identify which uses are most important for your villages by putting a
"1" in the block for the most important use, a "2" for second rroost important, etc.
Lighting
[::] Water Pumping
[:D Refrigerator
CJ Food Processing
F-1 Communication (2-way radio)
0 Education & Entertainment (Radio, TV)
0 Other (Please specify)
5. If you would like to receive more information on the possible use of solar energy
on your reservation, please check this box = and let us know who we should contact:
NAME:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:
Please mail the completed questionnaire in the self-addressed, postage-paid envelope
enclosed.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Clyde Ragsdale
Motorola
P. 0. Box 2953
Phoenix, AZ 85062
